**DEBURRING & FINISHING**

With Non-Woven Products

Norton Bear-Tex Non-Woven Surface Conditioning Discs

For finishing, blending, and wiping.
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**CUTTING-OFF & GRINDING**

Right Angle Grinder Depressed Center "Rigilot" Cut-off Wheels (Type 27/42)

Quanti: 10% ceramic abrasive, fastest cut-rate; highest MRP, cost-sensitive, for higher productivity, lowest total cost

Medium Phase: non-traditional abrasive blend; exceptional clogging on 3-lift, cut-rate wheel. Deltacut: high-quality diamond abrasive provides extra-long life, excellent accessories, minimizes wheel vibration. BlueFire: ceramic/carbon nitride abrasive blend; 2-3 fils of aluminum oxide wheels, excellent performance; no truing.

MOQ: 1/2" = 40; 1" = 8; 2" = 4; 3" = 2; 4" = 2; 5" = 1 (*optional Novatec premium)

Portable Cut-Off Tool Small Diameter Straight Cut-Off Wheels (Type 27/41)